In STS-based mapping, it is necessary to obtain the correct order of probes in a DNA sequence from a given set of fragments or an equivalently a hybridization matrix A. It is well-known that the problem is formulated as the combinatorial problem of obtaining a permutation of A's columns so that the resulting matrix has a consecutive-one property. If the data (the hybridization matrix) is error free and includes enough information, then the above column order uniquely determines the correct order of the probes. Unfortunately this does not hold if the data include errors, and this has been a popular research target in computational biology. Even if there is no error, ambiguities in the probe order may still remain. This in fact happens because of the lack of some information regarding the data, but almost no further investigation has previously been made. In this paper, we define a measure of such imperfectness of the data as the minimum amount of the additional fragments that are needed to uniquely fix the probe order. Polynomial-time algorithms to compute such additional fragments of the minimum cost are presented. A computer simulation using genes of human chromosome 20 is also noted.
Introduction
STS-based mapping is one of the most popular techniques for physical mapping of DNA sequences. In this procedure, a DNA sequence S is cloned into many copies and these are then cut into smaller, overlapped subsequences called fragments. An STS (sequence-tagged site), also called a probe, is used as a marker; each probe is supposed to appear at a unique position in the entire DNA sequence S . We are given a hybridization matrix, an H-matrix in short, A = (a i j ) such that a i j = 1 if probe p j exists in fragment f i and a i j = 0 otherwise. Our goal is to compute the order of probes P={p 1 , . . . , p n } in the original DNA sequence S from the given H-matrix A. It is well-known that this can be formulated as the following combinatorial problem: Given an H-matrix, obtain a permutation of the columns so that the resulting matrix has the so-called consecutive-one property, i.e., all 1s are consecutive in each row of the matrix.
The problem can be solved in linear time by using the famous data structure called PQ-trees [12] . Unfortunately, there are several kinds of errors involved in experiments, which makes the data, H-matrices in our case, imperfect. Typical errors include the case that (i) an entry of the Hmatrix changes from 0 to 1, and vice versa, and that (ii) two fragments, which are not consecutive in the DNA Sequence, are put together into a "chimeric" fragment [3] , [4] , [6] - [9] . In the presence of such noises, we can no longer use PQtrees; the problem now becomes one of several optimization problems due to different assumptions of the noises. Not surprisingly, they are NP-hard in most cases [3] , [7] , [9] , [11] .
Even if there are no such errors, there may still remain ambiguities in the probe order. See for example Fig. 1(a) , which illustrates an example of an H-matrix consisting of six fragments (rows) f 1 to f 6 , and ten probes (columns) A to J. By exchanging columns, the matrix can be transformed into the matrix in Fig. 1(b) which satisfies the consecutive-one property, (i.e., each row has a single block of consecutive ones). However, one can see that there are several other orders of the columns, say EGBFIADHCJ, which also achieve a consecutive-one property. Thus we cannot uniquely fix the order of probes from the requirement of the consecutive-one property in the case of this H-matrix, which is obviously due to the imperfectness of the data. There are few reports mentioning the existence of this fact, e.g., [2] , but no further investigation followed.
In this paper, we propose a measure of such imperfectness in H-matrices. Recall that the imperfectness is due to the lack of information. For example, if we add two extra fragments to the H-matrix of Fig. 1(a) as in Fig. 1(c) , then the order of probes is now uniquely determined as shown in Fig. 1(d) . Thus the amount of additional fragments needed to uniquely fix the probe order looks closely related to the degree of the imperfectness. It appears convenient to know this quantity for conducting STS-based physical mapping.
More formally we consider the problem that for a given H-matrix, obtain the minimum amount of additional fragments such that there is only one order of columns for the augmented H-matrix to have the consecutive-one property.
There is an issue that should be taken into consideration, that is, the minimum amount of fragments differs according to the order of the probes to be selected as the unique one among possible different orders. For example, we needed two additional fragments in Fig. 1(d) , but three additional fragments are needed to fix the column order as BGEAID-HCFJ shown in Fig. 1(e) .
Our main result is to provide polynomial-time algorithms that compute (1) for a given H-matrix having a consecutive-one property, the minimum number of additional fragments that are sufficient to fix the probe order to the current order (i.e., the order of the columns in the given Copyright c 2006 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers H-matrix), (2) for a given H-matrix not necessarily having a consecutive-one property, the minimum number of additional fragments sufficient to uniquely fix the probe order (but the order itself may be arbitrary) so that the augmented H-matrix has a consecutive-one property. We also note a computer simulation using genes of human chromosome 20. As mentioned, if data are perfect, then the problem can be solved in linear time by using PQ-trees [12] . Several possibilities of errors have been investigated including obtaining a sub-matrix that has a consecutive-one property [1] , obtaining most-likely probe orders in the presence of a false position and false negative hybridization errors using a different data structure [7] , using the LP-relaxation for optimizing the most-likely probe order [6] , and exploiting the fact that each probe occurs at a unique position by utilizing a more sophisticated way to handle errors such as chimeric fragments [3] . Also see [4] , [8] - [11] for related work including parallelization of the construction of PQ-trees [5] .
PQ-Trees
PQ-trees are a convenient data structure for our problem. Figure 3 shows an example of a PQ-tree. A PQ-tree T consists of P-nodes denoted by circles, Q-nodes denoted by rectangles, and leaf-nodes. P(T ) denotes a set of permutations of leaf-nodes that is defined by the following rules: (i) Children of a P-node may be arbitrarily permuted. (ii) Children of a Q-node must be consecutive but may be arranged in reverse order. For example, let T 0 be the PQ-tree in Fig. 3 . Then P(T 0 )={BGEJAIDHC JF, EGBJIADHCF, . . .}. Two PQ-trees T and T are said to be equivalent if
There is a linear-time algorithm [12] that constructs a PQ-tree T from H-matrix A such that (i) T 's leaf-nodes correspond to columns of A and (ii) A has a consecutiveone property if A s columns are rearranged into an order in P(T ). (If A cannot be rearranged into any matrix having a consecutive-one property, then the algorithm can detect it. If   Fig. 2 The process to make the input PQ-tree. A is an H-matrix, this does not happen unless A includes errors.) Although details are omitted, the algorithm constructs a target PQ-tree by transforming PQ-trees step-by-step beginning with a PQ-tree of a single P-node. In each step, a row of the H-matrix is selected and the PQ-tree changes so that the constraint from that row is added by the templates shown in the appendix. For example, from the H-matrix in Fig. 1(a) , we can construct the associated PQ-tree as shown in Fig. 2 by selecting rows f 1 through f 6 in each step. Note that the final PQ-tree is the same as T 0 in Fig. 3 and P(T 0 ) includes several different orders as mentioned before. For example, BGEJAIDHCF in P(T 0 ) corresponds to the H-matrix in Fig. 2 (b) which has a consecutive-one property.
If we add two new rows (fragments) f 7 and f 8 as in Fig. 1(c) , then the PQ-tree is furthermore changed as in Fig. 4 and the final PQ-tree consists of a single Q-node. (Such a PQ-tree is called a 1Q-tree.) This means that the probe order is uniquely fixed (without its reverse order) by adding two extra fragments, which is exactly what we wanted to do. Thus our problem can be restated as follows.
Problem FIX(T, σ): For a given PQ-tree T (made from H-matrix by the algorithm of [12] ) and a probe order (leaf order) σ, obtain a set of additional fragments of a minimum cost such that T will change into a 1Q-tree of leaf order σ. If σ is not given then the problem is denoted by FIX(T, −) which requires that a set of additional fragments of a minimum cost be obtained to change T into some 1Q-tree. As the cost of a fragment set, we consider the size of the fragment set, i.e., the number of fragments.
Minimizing the Number of Additional Fragments
In this section, we first discuss minimizing the number of additional fragments for FIX(T, σ) (i.e., the probe order is to be fixed to σ which is explicitly given) and then for FIX(T, −) (to be fixed to an arbitrary order).
FIX(T, σ)
Suppose that the PQ-tree is given so that the leaves are arranged in the order σ = p 1 p 2 . . . p n of length n. Then we consider n + 1 different positions, denoted by (−, p 1 ), (p 1 , p 2 ), . . . , (p n−1 , p n ), and (p n , −). Thus, a position means a "between" of two consecutive probes or the left (right) of p 1 (p n ). A position denoted by (p i , p i+1 ) is called an inside position, (−, p 1 ) and (p n , −) an outside position. See Fig. 4 again. An additional fragment should have a consecutive sequence of probes, EJAIDH for example for the first added fragment in Fig. 4 , which can be designated by giving two positions, its left end-position and right endposition ((G,E) and (H,C)) in the example). We sometimes say that a fragment is terminated by its (left and/or right) end-positions.
In Fig. 4 (a), we selected two positions (G,E) and (H,C) to terminate the first additional fragment. As can be seen later, this selection of (G,E) and (H,C) contributes to efficiently converting the PQ-tree into the final 1Q-tree. Thus among all positions, there are some "important" positions for our purpose. We call such positions "edges," since using these important positions as edges of additional fragments plays a major role in minimizing the number of additional fragments. Edges are divided into three types and can be defined as follows: A position (x, y) is called (i) an Inside-P-type edge if probes x and y are children of a single P-node, (ii) an Outside-P-type edge if probe x (or y) is − and it is a child of the root P-node, (iii) a Q-type edge if both x and y belong to a single Q-node which is not a root Q-node and which includes only leaf-nodes. In Fig. 4(a) for example, (A,I) is Inside-P-type, (F,-) is Outside-P-type and (G,E) is Q-type. It should be noted that if we appropriately select two edges to terminate an additional fragment, like (G,E) and (H,C) in Fig. 4 (a) then those two edges "disappear" in the transformed PQ-tree ((G,E) or any other Q-type edge for the Q-node BGE). Thus the key point is how to select such appropriate edges for additional fragments.
By definition, (B,G) is also a Q-type edge for the same Q-node. However, we only need one Q-type edge for a Qnode for the fixing operation. In this case, {(B,G), (A,I), (H,C), (F,-)} or {(G,E), (A,I), (H,C), (F,-)} is the edge set that should be used by the fixing operation. Then, we say the number of edges that should be used by the fixing operation is four in Fig. 4(a) . lemma 1: A PQ-tree includes no edge if and only if it is a 1Q-tree.
Proof. If a PQ-tree has two internal nodes, there is at least one edge by the definition. If a PQ-tree has only one internal node and if it is a P-node, it includes at least one P-type edge from the definition. lemma 2: For any solution of FIX(T, σ), every edge must be selected at least once to terminate additional fragments.
Proof. It is proved by examining all templates for the transformation of PQ-trees in each step defined in [12] .
In Fig. 4 , the first additional fragment is terminated by edges (G,E) and (H,C). After adding this fragment, edges 1 and 2 disappear. However, we cannot say that every edge always disappears when a fragment terminated by the edge is added. For example, if the first additional fragment is terminated by (A,I) and (H,C), two Inside-P-type edges seem to disappear. However, because (A,I), (I,D), (D,H) and (H,C) become Q-type edges, the number of edges which are disappeared by this additional fragment is actually only one. In Fig. 4(a) , edges 1 and 2 have another edge, edge 3, between them. In fact, both edges always disappear in such a case as shown in the following lemma. lemma 3: Suppose that a PQ-tree T 1 has two edges e 1 and e 2 , and T 1 is transformed into T 2 by adding the fragment terminated by e 1 and e 2 . Then (i) at least one of e 1 and e 2 disappears in T 2 and (ii) if there is another edge, say e 3 , between e 1 and e 2 , then both e 1 and e 2 disappear in T 2 (iii) Furthermore no new edges are created.
Proof. Let v be the lowest common ancestor of e 1 and e 2 . Let v l be the internal node which is an ancestor of e 1 and a child of v. Let v r be the internal node which is an ancestor of e 2 and a child of v. Let l 1 be the leftmost probe included in the subtree whose root is v l . Let l r be the rightmost probe included in the subtree whose root is v r . (See Fig. 5 ) By examining all templates for transformation of PQtrees in each step defined in [12] , property (iii) can be proved. Assume that a fragment terminated by e 1 and e 2 is added and only one of the two edges disappear. By examining all templates of [12] , it can be proved that there are only the following two cases.
• When v is a P-node and there is not another edge except for e 1 and e 2 in the position set between l l and l r , (If there is another edge, two edges disappear.)
• When v is a Q-node and there is not another edge except for e 1 and e 2 in the positions included by the subtree whose root is v. (If there is another edge, two edges disappear.)
Hence, (i) and (ii) are shown. By using Lemma 3, we can remove two edges by adding one fragment, and thus we can show that the number of necessary additional fragments for a fixing operation is about a half of the number of edges. Note that, there must be at least three edges in order to apply lemma 3. In fact, there exists a case that there are only two edges, and two fragments are needed. As the result of this, there exists a PQ-tree that has e edges and e 2 + 1 additional fragments are needed. The PQ-tree in Fig. 6 is an example of this; it becomes the PQ-tree of Fig. 7 after adding e 2 fragments terminated by two.
In other words, when the number of edges is even, there are two cases, i.e., the minimum numbers of additional fragments are e 2 and e 2 + 1. We can distinguish them by using a simple characterization, as in the following theorem. theorem 1: Let e be the number of edges and n be the number of probes of (T, σ). The minimum number of additional fragments for FIX(T, σ) is shown as follows:
1. When e is odd: 
. 2. When e is even:
2-1. When the root node is a Q-node and there is only one internal child node of the root:
Moreover, a fragment set with the minimum number of additional fragments for FIX(T, σ) can be found in O(n 3 ) time.
For proving the theorem, we introduce the following lemma. lemma 4: Consider a PQ-tree (T, σ) that includes at least three edges and does not satisfy the condition of 2-1 in Theorem 1. There exists a fragment satisfying the condition of Lemma 3 (ii) such that the resultant PQ-tree (T , σ) also does not satisfy the condition of 2-1 in Theorem 1 after adding the fragment. 
Proof of Theorem 1.
• When e is odd:
From Lemma 3 (ii), two edges can be decreased by adding one fragment if e ≥ 3. Hence, by iterating this process, only one edge remains after adding e−1 2 fragments. A PQ-tree including only one edge must satisfy all of the three conditions:
-The root is a Q-node. -Every internal node has at most one internal child node. -The lowest internal node (the internal node which does not have an internal child node.) is a Q-node.
It becomes a 1Q-tree by adding a fragment.
• When e is even:
By using the same discussion with the odd case above, a PQ-tree including only two edges can be obtained by adding e 2 − 1 fragments. From Lemma 4, if the original PQ-tree does not satisfy the condition of 2-1, then the resultant PQ-tree also does not. Hence, it is sufficient to consider the case where e = 2. It can be easily proved by examining all cases.
Because we consider only the given order of probes, there are O(n 2 ) fragments. A transformation by each additional fragment can be done in O(n) time.
FIX(T, −)
The result of Theorem 1 can also be used to solve FIX(T, −). That is, FIX(T, −) can be solved by finding a leaf order σ in which the number of edges is the minimum. The following Lemma 5 shows how to find such σ. In the lemma, v and l mean the number of internal child nodes and the number of child probes, respectively, of the noted P-node. lemma 5: Let a 1 be the number of Q-nodes that don't have internal child nodes. Let a 2 be the total number of max{|l| − |v| − 1, 0} for all P-nodes that are not the root. Let a 3 be max{|l|−|v| + 1, 0} if the root is a P-node, or 0 otherwise. The minimum number of edges for FIX(T, −) is a 1 + a 2 + a 3 .
It can be proved by definitions of the edges. In Fig. 3 , the number of edges is four. If probe J is moved to the space between AIDHC and F, the number of edges becomes five. theorem 2: In FIX(T, −), a fragment set in which the number of additional fragments is the minimum can be found in O(n 3 ) time, where n is the number of probes.
Proof. It is clear from Lemma 3 and 5, and Theorem 1.
Computer Experiments
We presented algorithms for finding the "minimum" set of fragments that fixes the order of probes. In this algorithm, the concept of edges introduced by us plays a major role. For practical use, it may be difficult to make additional fragments as we want. However, if fragments are concentrated to the part where edges exist densely, the probability that fragments that our algorithm wants are generated becomes high. In other words, the probability that edges disappear becomes high and fixing operations are accelerated. For example, one concrete method is as follows: We generate some relatively long sample fragments at random. When the problem is FIX(T, σ), we should find the densest fragment that includes more edges than any other sample fragment. When the problem is FIX(T, −), the numbers of edges included by sample fragments depend on the probe order. In this case, we adopt their maximum value for measuring the density. By cloning and cutting the densest fragment, sub-fragments of this fragment are obtained. The subfragments will be used as additional fragments. This method will accelerate fixing operations in comparison with a naive method that randomly generates additional fragments.
We validate this method by computer experiments. The thin broken line in Fig. 8 shows the result of the former method, and the thick solid line the result of the latter. The former method needs 7729 fragments (the average of 5 other fragment sets) to decrease the number of edges to 1 10 of the initial state. However, the latter method needs only 4473 fragments. The ratio is 1.73.
Data Used in the Computer Experiment
Genes of human chromosome 20 are used as probes. We referred to data from HGREP (http://hgrep.ims.utokyo.ac.jp/); however, this site is not available any longer, though similar data are available from NCBI Human Genome Resources (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/ guide/human/). In principle, 2500 base pairs from the beginning of the coding sequence of each gene are used as a probe. When more than 500 base pairs of probe j are included by the fragment i, (i, j) of the H-matrix is 1.
We compare the two methods mentioned by observing how the number of edges decreases. In principle, fragments are generated at random and Their lengths are normally distributed.
Let N(µ, σ) be a normal distribution in which the mean is µ and the standard deviation is σ. In the computer experiment with the former method, fragments are randomly generated and their lengths are by N(250000, 50000). In the latter method, sample fragments are generated at random and their lengths are by N(1000000, 50000) . Let f 1 be the densest fragment that includes at most e 1 edges. Let f 2 be the second densest fragment that includes at most e 2 edges. Additional fragments are sub-fragments of f 1 and the lengths are by N(250000, 50000) . When the number of edges in f 1 becomes less than or equal to e 2 , new sample fragments are taken. We also take new sample fragments after generating 10 sub-fragments of the densest fragment.
Concluding Remarks
For the problem of fixing the probe order of a given PQ-tree, we presented polynomial time algorithms that minimize the number of additional fragments. We solved not only the problem of fixing probes in a given order, but also the problem to how to determine the best order of the probes. By using an idea of "edges," we showed that the minimum number of additional fragments are For practical use, there is the possibility that Hmatrices include errors. Then, a future work of ours will be to consider STS-based mapping with errors.
Appendix: Templates of PQ-Trees
The method in [12] that makes a PQ-tree from an H-matrix is as follows:
begin
• 1: Make a universal tree that has as many elements as columns. A universal tree has a single P-node for its root and leaves for every elements.
• 2: Repeat the following procedures for every row of the matrix.
-2-1: Put "Full" to leaves that are assigned 1. Put "Null" to leaves that are assigned 0. -2-2: Repeat the following procedures from leaves to the root. * 2-2-1: Put nodes "Full," "Null" or "Partial" according to the following definitions. * 2-2-2: Choose a template shown below.
If any templates can't be applied, inputs are wrong and return an error, i.e., there is no feasible permutation.
end
Definitions of "Null," "Full" and "Partial" are as follows.
NULL:
There are no "Full" nodes in the subtree whose root is the current node. FULL: The nodes in the subtree whose root is the current node are all "Full." PARTIAL: The node is neither "Null" nor "Full."
Instructions for the templates are as follows. A hatched triangle means a Full node. A blank triangle means a Null node.
Template P0, P1 The templates for a P-node that has no partial child nodes. The template P0 is for a P-node whose child nodes are all "Null." When the template P0 is applied, the P-node is assigned "Null." The template P1 is for a P-node whose child nodes are all "Full." When the template P1 is applied, the P-node is assigned "Full." In P0 and P1, the PQ-tree isn't transformed. Template P2,P3 The templates for a P-node that has no partial child nodes. If there is no "Full" node outside of the subtree whose root is the current P-node, the template P2 is applied. The tree is transformed like in Fig. A· 1(a) . If there is a "Full" node outside of this subtree, the template P3 is applied. In these two cases, The PQtree is transformed. The tree is transformed like in Fig. A· 1(b) . Template P4,P5 The templates for a P-node that has only one "Partial" child node. If there are "Full" nodes outside of the subtree whose root is the current P-node, the template P4 is applied. The tree is transformed like in Fig. A· 1(c) .
If there is a "Full" node outside of this subtree, the template P5 is applied. The tree is transformed like in Fig. A· 1(d) . Template P6 The template for a P-node that has two "partial" child nodes. The tree is transformed like in Fig. A· 1(e) .
Template Q0, Q1
The template for a Q-node that has no partial child node. The template Q0 is for a Q-node whose child nodes are all "Null." When the template Q0 is applied, the Q-node is assigned "Null." The template Q1 is for a Q-node whose child nodes are all "Full." When the template Q1 is applied, the Q-node is assigned "Full." In Q0 and Q1, the PQ-tree isn't transformed. Template Q2 The template for a Q-node that has only one partial child node. The tree is transformed like in Fig. A· 1(f) . Template Q3 The template for a Q-node that has two partial child nodes. The tree is transformed like in Fig. A· 1(g 
